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Character metamorphosis  
in German versions  
of Jómsvíkinga saga
�e existing translations of Jómsvíkinga saga into German add up to 
precisely four, none of which being more recent than 1924. �ese are 
indeed genuine translations, even though their �delity to the Old Norse 
text varies signi�cantly.1 �e �rst one was published in 1827 by Ludwig 
Giesebrecht as a contribution to Pomeranian local historiography, 
representing the version of SKB 7, 4° in a very preserving and accurate 
manner.2 Only an excerpt of the same text, now slightly smoothened, 
appeared in an anthology of Scandinavian literature by Anton Edmund 
Wollheim dating from 1875.3 We encounter a third translation in 1892, 
presented by Ferdinand Khull in an Austrian school yearbook and 
following the manuscript AM 510, 4°.4 Khull handled the Old Norse 
text quite freely both in terms of formulation and completeness; on the 
other hand he also provided a supplement on the medieval Latin version 
by Arngrímr Jónsson. Eventually in 1924, the prestigious (but disputed) 
�ule series of Old Norse literature featured a volume containing 
translations of Knýtlinga saga, Jómsvíkinga saga (again SKB 7, 4°) and 
Orkneyinga saga by Walter Baetke;5 to its quality applies once more 
the overall criticism to the entire series, particularly concerning the 
treatment of proper names.6

Nevertheless, all the four of these translations deserve this very 
nomination as they all adhere to the original saga both in word (whilst 
taking certain liberties) and meaning; the abridgement of the SKB 7, 
4° texts by the �rst part about the Danish kings is an editorial decision 
to concentrate solely on the Jómsviking story and does no harm in a 
literary sense. �e three translations complete so far, that means with 
the exception of Wollheim’s whom I just included in order to give an 
overview, were widely adopted – or rather adapted – between the early 
1920s and the early 1940s, with a signi�cant peak during the mid- 
and late 1930s, in two ways, but with a common intention: either they 
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would be used as raw material to pick from to compile anthologies and 
to back up treatises or they served as source of inspiration for narrative 
activities. In practical terms, it is almost exclusively Baetke’s �ule 
translation underlying those adaptations which facilitates tracing and 
comparison for this analysis.

I am not going to dwell here on the �rst kind of utilization  
mentioned;7 this consists mostly of a selective treatment of the Jóms-
viking material, that means of cutting out a great deal of it and of 
elaborating on certain details and episodes. �e aim is not simply to 
emphasize the heroic and unspoiled nature of alleged ancestors; for such 
the Íslendingasögur are preferably exploited. �e actual aim is to present 
a rôle model for recent kinds of leagues of men and warriors, hence 
– as most of these publications were issued between 1934 and 1939, 
culminating in 1937 – to legitimize the social and political importance 
of everything from Hitlerjugend (Hitler Youth) to SS and the Führer 
state. It is thus the entire saga – represented by mostly unaltered 
excerpts, sometimes a full passage, sometimes merely single phrases, 
from Baetke’s translation – that is used as evidence in publications 
aimed at an adult audience.8

In the retellings of the Jómsviking story for the youth instead, 
alteration through character metamorphosis is a usual phenomenon, 
and it applies to the �ve main personalities of Jómsvíkinga saga, that is 
to Pálna-Tóki, Björn brezki, Vagn Ákason, Sigvaldi and King Sveinn. It 
is not a simple matter of clumsy exaggeration of some basic character 
traits like heroic, cowardly or treacherous, but of modi�cation in order 
to achieve an exploitable literary product. �e result is in any case an 
alteration of the original saga story that is still complete, but cuts deep 
enough to be called another version.

I shall begin with a relatively tame example of retelling: A lea�et 
of sixteen pages from 1937, titled Wikingerfahrten (Viking voyages) 
may set the key tone.9 It is also a hybrid of the ideological-didactic 
compilation type mentioned earlier and the narrative re-modelling as it 
condenses Jómsvíkinga saga entirely into three pages. Glancing through 
the short text reveals already a pattern of featuring personalities that is 
shared by all of these retellings: Pálna-Tóki and his prehistory become 
insigni�cant, and the youthfulness of the individual Vagn outshines the 
braveness of the Jómsviking collective. �is is indeed remarkable because 
it sets the focus differently from the context into which Jómsvíkinga 
saga is usually embedded in the purely ideological literature, namely 
the Männer(kampf )bund idea, the league of (�ghting) men; there, 
Vagn gets explicitly referred to only when illustrating either the true 
Germanic �ghting spirit expected from a young boy or the qualities of a 
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born leader.10 Furthermore, the short version of Wikingerfahrten values 
the moral victory of the Jómsvikings over the military triumph Hákon 
Jarl has gained – more precisely the clinging to their laws, thus keeping 
their honour: all personi�ed in Vagn. �e abridgement of this version 
conveys yet another aspect which becomes obvious in comparing the 
Jómsviking laws quoted with Vagn’s vow taken: Women were not 
allowed inside the castle, the codex says, and – almost consequently 
– Vagn’s only desire is to plainly kill Þorkell leira. While in this case it 
may be merely a simpli�cation, the more sophisticated retellings do in 
fact elaborate on that point as will be shown later.

Another thin school reader, Die Wikinger von der Jomsburg. Die 
Saga vom Heldenkampf einer germanischen Gefolgschaft (�e Vikings of 
Jómsborg. �e saga of a Germanic league of men and their heroic battle) 
by Franz Fahnemann, published in 1937, dedicates all of its sixteen 
pages to the story.11 Now also Sigvaldi and King Sveinn come into play. 
As both Sveinn’s origin and Sigvaldi’s trick on him are left out, Sveinn 
gets reduced to a jealous rival – which renders the Jómsviking chieftain 
virtually a peer to a royal ruler. For Sigvaldi as the current Viking leader, 
the text arranger does his best not to present him as cowardly; he pays 
much attention to the �ght with Vagn and even lets Sigvaldi’s retreat 
from the battle at sea appear reasonable. It is again the female factor 
that sets the accent: Neither Vagn’s vow nor even the quarrel with King 
Sveinn carries this �aw; what remains is Sigvaldi tampering with the 
Jómsviking rules. Vagn instead attains another dimension in addition 
to his promising youth and his bravery. Being the only one who battles 
nude – in contradiction to the original saga –, he becomes iconic not 
merely in the tradition of the classic depiction of a warrior, but also in 
line with the latent homoeroticism that frequently goes along with the 
leagues of men.

I am going to focus a bit longer on the alleged relation of the 
Jómsvikings to women. So far a celibate attitude has been suggested 
by suppressing any insinuations, let alone open connections with the 
positive characters of Pálna-Tóki and Vagn. It can hardly be assumed 
that the celibacy found there is due to the overall abridgement and 
simpli�cation; building up an otherwise unspoilt image is granted 
plenty of room.

All these brief versions mentioned have in common to belong to an 
official sector, to schooling and ideological forming; they do not pursue 
an entertaining intention. If authors are free to take artistic liberties,  
the result can turn out astonishing: Most prominently ranks here a 
retelling dating from 1923 titled Die Wikinger von Jomsburg. Ein Zeitbild 
aus dem 10. Jahrhundert (�e Vikings of Jómsborg. An episode from the 
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10th century) by Elisabeth Hersen.12 �e novel-size book, containing 284 
pages, sets in shortly after Sigvaldi’s takeover. It features mainly Vagn 
and expands Björn brezki to his omnipresent mentor who is constantly 
occupied spreading his personal misogyny. Vagn instead is not willing 
at all to listen to such grumbling; only his respect for Pálna-Tóki’s 
Jómsviking laws had kept him from abducting Ingibjörg, daughter of 
Þorkell leira, already on last year’s Viking raid. Still he is eager to marry 
her, and as Vagn swears this at King Sveinn’s feast, Björn concludes his 
own oath with the explicit intention to prevent precisely that. Due to 
its late opening in the original timeline, the narrative is virtually lacking 
Vagn’s prehistory – which is condensed into one sentence by Björn that 
marks his irregular admittance as the beginning of the overall decline – 
and until the actual battle Vagn shows little heroic character traits, but 
remains a womanizing rascal who is obsessed by his plans concerning 
Ingibjörg. Björn instead agitates the ancient Männerbund discipline of 
Pálna-Tóki’s days and is unable to say one single line without cursing 
women as the doom of the genuine Viking spirit.

�e original antagonism in heroic terms between Vagn and Sigvaldi 
thus gets replaced by an ideological one between Vagn and Björn. As 
for Sigvaldi, he conducts in Hersen’s version an untypical, seemingly 
less autocratic manner of leadership. He has not only his decision to 
weaken the formerly strict discipline by allowing women approved by 
the community of the Jómsvikings, in the withdrawal at Hjörungavágr 
he even picks up the unwillingness uttered by his men. Yet this serves 
purely to cover up the pursuit of his own ideas: �e Jómsvikings urging 
Sigvaldi to cease battling against supernatural instead of human forces 
meet his search for a subterfuge to rescind his oath; the adoption of 
his wedding rules proposal is not solely pushed forward by his threat 
to resign as a leader, but is also promoted by his appeal to certain male 
interests. Sigvaldi’s image has therefore shifted away from a sly and 
little heroic, loudmouthed Viking chieftain towards a populist, but 
nonetheless ineffective power holder.13

�ese are not the only substantial differences to Jómsvíkinga saga. 
Both the vindication and the modus operandi of permitting marriages 
are stunning. First, Pálna-Tóki’s ban on females within the Jómsborg, 
which by no means constitutes that rule of strict celibacy it is presented 
as, gets ascribed to his obvious lack of interest due to his own high 
age.14 �en the new marriage rule replaces the plain interdiction 
– assuming that the established one disallowing women to cross the 
castle’s threshold indeed aimed at regular couples rather than at visiting 
concubines – by a perk principle: �e concession to marry should be 
granted by the leader and the community together as a privilege for “eine 
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Tat ‘verwegener Art’”15 (an audacious deed), in other words as “sexuelle 
Kampfauslese”16 (sexual selection by struggling). Hersen apparently 
pursued life reformistic ideas typical for the Völkische Bewegung; the 
Leitmotiv of her Jómsviking narrative is a romantic, still moderately 
leader-oriented Germanic wildness17 with warriors wooing ladies who 
know their place. What is more, August Scherl, the founder of her 
publishing house, belonged to the national-conservative right-wing, 
and by the time of Hersen’s book being published, Scherl-Verlag had 
been incorporated into the media group of Alfred Hugenberg who 
signi�cantly paved the way for National Socialism.

�e last example to be presented is that of  Die Jomsburgwikinger. 
Der Geschichte und den alten Sagen nacherzählt (�e Vikings of Jómsborg. 
A retelling according to history and the ancient legends) published in 
1936 by Kurt Herwarth Ball on 64 small pages.18 It concentrates its 
manipulation into one chapter that features Vagn pondering all the night 
the surviving Jómsvikings are spending on a tiny island: Vagn has now 
adopted a pan-Germanic attitude that rejoices upon “bis in das Herz des 
Mittelmeeres […] nordischen Raum. Und Germanenstämme überall”19 
(A Nordic world right down into the heart of the Mediterranean, and 
Germanic tribes everywhere), as Pálna-Tóki had sought independence 
from the Polish (sic!) king, with immortality deriving from deeds, not 
from belief in a cross symbol. Ball, who applies the Volk ohne Raum20 (A 
people without space) idea, had been editor-in-chief of the anti-Semitic 
periodical Hammer since 1933, and even the preface to his Jómsviking 
narrative conveys this spirit as Ball refers to an otherwise welcomed 
eye witness, namely the historically known traveller Al-Tartushi, not 
without describing him as a slave merchant, a Spanish Jew whose real 
name had been Ibrahim ibn Jacub.21

Let me try to summarize brie�y the means and meaning of character 
metamorphosis discussed: As soon as Jómsvíkinga saga is rendered in 
another form than straight quotation (usually from Baetke’s translation), 
one or several of its protagonists is respectively are subject to profound 
modi�cation. �ese texts hence altered into new versions of the original 
saga then let most of those personalities fade into insigni�cance and 
concentrate upon Vagn Ákason. Above all, Vagn symbolizes the leap 
over the generation gap, skipping one inert generation – that of his father 
Áki, those who never went into combat – and answering all hope placed 
on the new youth growing up. �e recipients targeted were presented a 
peer-aged main protagonist they could easily identify themselves with 
while Vagn and his rôle within the band of the Jómsvikings are turned 
into an allegory of the contemporary ideal of German society.
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